
Dear Feel, 

wee bad  a  phone call from * young friend in bee York about:m*4r setters. lie 
aiso meationed a IT Pest story on the taping of a Frost *bow in whinhilpstein and 
Garry appeared, with Frost siding with Epstein. It seems, from this young mania versi 
of the Poet story. that again the issue was restricted to the false one of numbers, 
not to the central questions of whether or net there is repressive action against 
blacks ordisexidents or to whether or not, if there is repression, it is of federal 
support or inspiration. 

If I aa not mistaken., Gerry is in the middle of a rather trying and months-long  
jam': selection in the Seale case in Hew Haven, bunco PA suggest be did not and could 
not prepare for this appearance and by its very nature, had to have been at a tactical 
auddeafleace  by being om the defensive. 

Samovar, one thiegs this young friend reported sticks in my mind and bears heavily, 
my way, on things I had earlier written. Garry asked Epstein is he had interviewed 
the former San Francisco fedsoal'attorneye the black one I mentioned, named Fool*. 
`his. followed an exhhangs in ehichGerry had Cited what Poole said en leaving that 
Office tI'muot now certain if Wixom fired his or he quit). Epstein said, as he does in 
this article, that all such statuettes flow from ferry's error, which is falser. 

However, need I soaks a bigger point of Epstein, doing this enormous research 
pretended as original. with all those lengthy citations of what happened all. over 
California, and especially ender Poole's jurisdiction, and not attempting to 
Interview him? Could anything bear more on hpatimin's one-sided purposes? Would you ha 
interviewed all twee Califenrin 2petsia its as interviewed in hieFemmx 
own impartial investigation reatructine himself to the implication, never the state-
ment). without interviewed the loos' federal attorney who had mounded off on precisely 
thus subject, wIAGINUMU:vey  he sounded off? Wow remember, this is not a ease where there 
bad to be &whirlwind trip of a day or tee. His California citations are a large pert 
of his piece. So, whether or not be was there, how in terms of honesty of intent could 
one accept his failure to vote eoole, whether from the records made available or in 
personal investigation? 

The fact tat Foal* was totally ignored strongly sweats that be was  net in 
whet was preseated to Wpatein, fer SPeitein doesn't even area, egeinist Whatever be *hid.-  
ily recollection of what Ocie said is not that it haLl to do with numbers but that it 
had to do with federal peliqY■ 

I don't know Win.the Frost show will be aired. 

fad aside from whether or not Frost was partisan, he has or his show has a not 
eebeettee attitude on political sass 	rations. Fos example, they aired a masher of people 

om seeweal, =wing there was no conspiracy, and refused any opportunity to present the 
timer side. They sehedeled Asieer, who did a rather careful and deeply disturbing book 

on the SPX assassination Viand I will dhow you what 1  have obtained since then that I am 
certain eillAisturto you about the trial), and then cancelled his. It is something like 
the paper that is overep and than selects on a political basis. Only, they are never 
overlap. They select and they chenge :their *lade about a subject or a person *ran 
approadh or 'hat a-  book los. 


